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Before the 1970s, criminal background checks for employment were rare.

Criminal records were used mainly for purposes of policing and other legal matters. Over thirty years or so, things shifted dramatically.

Today, major employers conduct criminal background checks as a matter of routine, and discriminate on their basis.

This severely limits job prospects and access to long-term careers for approximately 19.8 million US adults who are estimated to have a felony conviction, including one-third of African American male adults.

Have you ever been convicted of a felony?

☐ Yes  ☐ No

A number of factors came together to make criminal records accessible, make employers want to use them, and make it possible to do so efficiently and effectively.

It's a story of availability, motivation, and capacity.
This included expanding the scope and volume of criminal intelligence and investigation data and digitally consolidating and automating crime databases.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION (LEAA) TO "IMPROVE" POLICING THROUGH MODERNIZATION AND PROFESSIONALIZATION.

IT STARTED WITH CHANGES IN POLICING BEGINNING IN THE LATE 1960'S IN CITIES ACROSS THE UNITED STATES...
There was also growing desire to integrate police, prosecution, court and correction records nationally. Toward that end, the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) was established in 1967, enabling information-sharing among law enforcement at local, state and federal levels. In 1969, the National Consortium for Criminal Justice Information and Statistics (SEARCH) was created to modernize and integrate criminal records.

In 1972, states were funded to create computerized repositories into which local courts, police, prosecutors, probation and corrections departments could feed information. In 1983, SEARCH launched the Interstate Identification Index (III), an FBI database linking federal and state criminal records systems.
In 1993, a provision to the Brady Law required that the U.S. Department of Justice develop a national instant criminal background check system (NICS) that could produce results for firearms dealers within three days. This triggered federal investment of nearly half a billion dollars to upgrade and improve police and court records. Meanwhile, dramatic improvements in computing power and data storage facilitated unprecedented electronic access to public court records.

Background checking was becoming:

Faster, Easier, and Cheaper.

AT THE SAME TIME THAT THE GOVERNMENT WAS DEVELOPING NEW SYSTEMS FOR SHARING DATA, IT ALSO DELIBERATELY GRANTED ACCESS TO NEW USERS OUTSIDE THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.

WE’LL GET SUED.

IT’LL LOOK BAD TO OUR DONORS.

OVER TIME, CONGRESS AUTHORIZED ACCESS TO FBI RECORDS FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND OTHER PUBLIC ENTITIES,

OUR RESIDENTS WILL FEEL UNSAFE.

AS WELL AS AN INCREASING NUMBER OF INDUSTRIES, BUSINESSES, AND VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS.³

MOMENTUM FOR ACCESS WAS ALSO GENERATED BY A SERIES OF MID 90’S LAWS REQUIRING REGISTRATION FOR PEOPLE CONVICTED OF SEX OFFENSES AND THE CREATION OF A NATIONAL SEX-OFFENDER DATABASE.

THINK ABOUT THE CHILDREN!

DEMAND FOR BACKGROUND CHECKS HAS ALSO BEEN DRIVEN BY THE THREAT OF LIABILITY.

MR. CUERVO, WERE YOU AWARE THAT YOUR EMPLOYEE HAD A DUI PRIOR TO HIRING HIM?

LAWYERS HAVE ADVOCATED FOR AN EXPANDED THEORY OF “NEGIGENT HIRING” TO HOLD EMPLOYERS LIABLE FOR FAILING TO DO A BACKGROUND CHECK.¹

BUT IT’S MORE THAN A PROBLEM OF CHANGING LAW.⁵

BACKGROUND SCREENING PROFESSIONALS STARTED SELLING THE IDEA THAT UNIVERSAL PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND CHECKS WERE THE SOLUTION TO THESE LAWSUITS BY HIGHLIGHTING A FEW SENSATIONAL CASES.

WE RECOMMEND PRE-EMPLOYMENT CHECKS FOR ALL POSITIONS

AND BECAUSE BACKGROUND SCREENING HAS NOW BECOME ROUTINE IN SO MANY INDUSTRIES AND CRIMINAL HISTORY INFORMATION IS CURRENTLY EASY TO ACCESS, SOME COURTS ARE STARTING TO HOLD THAT AN EMPLOYER HAS THE DUTY TO OBTAIN IT.

Breaking News:
Local Pizzeria Under Fire After Car Crash


Governments have also increasingly allowed — and sometimes required — criminal records to be used to discriminate.

State occupational licensing restrictions rose from 1,948 in the early 70’s to 27,000 by 2017.

More than 19,000 of these are permanent disqualifications and more than 11,000, mandatory.

Millions of new background checks and restrictions were implemented post 9/11 for airport workers, airline personnel, port workers, truck drivers and many others. A spill-over effect caused many non-mandated industries to increase their use of background checks.

In this context of fear and litigiousness, background screening came into the mainstream. The 1997 E-Sign Act ended the time-consuming process of faxing consent forms back and forth. People started seeing they could make money from background screening. Digitization had produced a big pile of data that could be scraped from government websites, purchased cheaply in bulk, or obtained easily via FOIA, but help was needed to make it possible to conduct efficient, cost-effective, accurate, multi-state, background checks.9

A commercial industry, bolstered by HR professional organizations and workplace law firms arose to facilitate background screening on a scale never seen before.

As of November 2020, an estimated 2,534 background screening firms produced approx 3 billion in revenue and employed more than 25,000 people.10
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